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Dimensions of a Pandemic: The Covid-'19 Crisis

11-12 February 2021

Conference Report

The most resilient substance that exists on this planet is the indomitable

human spirit. The bygone year that saw a pandemic and added words like

lockdown and social distancing to our vocabulary testifies to it more

than ever. Nature has its own way of setting the humankind right every

time we run amok. While the world was speeding mindlessly towards an

unknown future overpowered by technology and science, Covid-19 came

around to set our perspective right once again. In the recent global crisis

that  has  not  yet  completely  passed,  we  learnt,  the  human body  has

limitations. The human spirit is boundless.  It is the pitch-dark night that

can  allow  the  brightest  stars  to  shine  through  clearly.  The  two-day

conference,  Dimensions of a Pandemic: The Covid-'19 Crisis,  was a

well  thought  academic  endeavour  of  St.  Xavier’s  College,  Jaipur  to

deliberate and ponder upon the thick darkness that human existence is

facing right now as a pandemic and the bright flame that can be ignited

through and through human spirit and human resilience alone. 

The theme and sub themes that are covered in this conference cut across

boundaries and talk of an integrated approach to this global crisis to allow

dialogue.  The  conference  was  inaugurated  on  Google  Meet  connecting
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academics,  scholars,  researchers,  and  entrepreneurs  across  the  globe.

Rev.  Fr.  Varkey  Perekkatt,  Manager,  St.  Xavier’s  College,  Jaipur,

applauded the initiative of the college in holding a conference on a current

challenge that calls upon our collective will and strength as a fight back

mechanism. Rev. Dr. Fr. A Rex Angelo, our erudite Principal, stressed

on the need of every individual turning into a Corona Warrior. By sharing

the real-life story of a boy who cycled from Kerala to Kashmir selling tea

during the pandemic,  he highlighted how every spoke in the wheel  of

humanity is vital for our collective survival and how every positive stroke

is valuable in dark times as these, no matter how small a ripple it may

seem.

The  chief  guest,  Dr.  Nassir  Nasseri,  Associate  Executive  Dean,

Computer Information Science Division, HCT,  UAE,  in  his address

appreciated the adaptability of the human spirit yet cautioned us at the

same time. While laying out a roadmap for future he raised red flags to

slow down our eagerness in leaving conventional and time-tested models

for the more attractive and lucrative options. He insisted on maintaining a

mindful balance if we are to sustain ourselves in the face of such crises. 

Dr.  Soma  Dey,  Professor,  FMS,  Delhi  University,  our  Guest  of

Honour rightly examined the dimensions of our existence that we should

let go and the aspects that we need to retain. She also highlighted the
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fact that education should trickle down evenly to the lowest strata of the

society because it is education alone that can act as a catalyst of change

in times of great need. 

There  were  a  total  of  7  technical  sessions covering  an  array  of

dimensions spread over two days.

The first  technical  session, The Economic Extent of  The Pandemic,

was chaired by Prof. Ajay Sharma, Associate Professr, IIM, Indore and

Dr. Soma Dey, while the keynote speaker,  Dr. Kartikeya Narparaju,

Associate Professr, IIM, Indore, focused on the impact of COVID-19 crisis

on  global  economy,  trade,  investment  and  agriculture.  A  total  of  10

papers were presented in the session on related topics. 

Mr.  Mahesh  Narayan an  experienced  AI  and  Advanced  Analytics

Professional chaired  the  second  session,  The  Commercial

Commencements During and Post Pandemic, wherein  Dr. Lakshmi

Subhramnyam Ladha, who has worked in both academia and industry,

in India and the USA, offered an interdisciplinary approach incorporating

both theory and practice in the commercial realm. Approximately  7 well

researched papers were presented in this session.
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The third session focused on Emerging Significance of Psychology in

Understanding and Addressing the Transitions Created by Covid-

19 under which around 9 quality papers were presented. Dr. Uma Joshi,

struck the right note with her comprehensive keynote address titled 'The

Influence of Personality on the Perception of Life Events and Psychological

Well-being'.  The  session  was  chaired  by  Dr  Tim Ojo an  experienced

coach and mediator and Dr. Chetna Duggal is an Associate Professor in

the School  of  Human Ecology (SHE),  Tata  Institute  of  Social  Sciences

(TISS), Mumbai.

Unravelling  Covid-19  Crisis:  Socio-Political  Implications was  the

last session of the first day chaired by was  Dr. Jyoti Chandel,  Head,

Department of Political Science at Sophia Girl's College, Ajmer and the

Keynote   was  delivered  by   Dr.  Umapathi  Attikuppam, Assistant

Professor at Banaras Hindu University. The 10 papers presented provided

a unique perspective to the Covid-19 crisis and its implications on various

paradigms.

The second day  of the conference began with a technical session  Re-

Imagining the Future: Peoples' Agenda For A Post Covid Economy.

Mr. Mahesh Narayan struck the right chord in his keynote as he talked

about migration, migrants and the challenges they have faced because of
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the pandemic. 12 enlightening papers were presented ranging from right

to education to migrant workers. 

Another session examined the  Shifting Parameters of  Literature in

Pandemic with Prof. Nibir Ghosh, former Head, Department of English

Studies  &  Research,  Agra  College  as  the  chair  and  Prof.  Kalpana

Purohit, Head,  Department  of  English,  Jai  Narayan  Vyas  University,

Jodhpur deliberating upon how literature liberates through her talk titled

The Dynamics of Literature: An insight into the reverberations of

Musings.  A total  of 18 papers were presented touching upon Trauma

Literature, Redefining Spaces in Pandemic and Literature of Resistance.

The final  session of  the conference,  Widening Spectrum For Digital

Word In Covid-19 Era  was chaired by Dr  Ajeet  Poonia,  a  renowned

name in the field of IT and the keynote address was delivered by  Dr.

Manju Kaushik an Associate Professor, Amity University,  Rajasthan. A

total  of  17 papers were presented in  the session that  highlighted the

expansion of technology during and after the Pandemic. 

The  conference  would  not  have  been  complete  without  a  meaningful

interaction of the various disciplines of learning. The Panel Discussion

moderated by our principal, Rev. Dr. Fr. A Rex Angelo, had stalwarts like
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Dr  Bajrang  Lal  Saini,  Director,  Hindi  Granth  Academy,  Ms  Swati

Vashishtha, a Jaipur based independent journalist, and Mr. Suraj Jajoo

an alumnus of Royal Holloway, University of London and Christ College,

Bangalore who shared their perspectives on the various dimensions of the

pandemic  and  how  humanity  stands  united  in  the  face  of  such  a

mammoth challenge. 

A total  of  70 papers were presented under various technical  sessions.

Overall,  the conference had been beneficial as it not only widened the

spectrum of knowledge and awareness about how the  various facets of

life were altered irrevocably by Corona but has also taught us the value of

life,  compassion,  and  the  resilience  of  the  adamantine  spirit  of

humankind. The lesson that these two days have instilled in us can be

summed up in the words of Steve Maraboli, from his famous book, Life,

the  Truth,  and  Being  Free –  “Life  doesn’t  get  easier  or  more

forgiving, we get stronger and more resilient.”

Thank you!


